FORMER Partridge Family hunk David Cassidy seems determined to keep Father Time at bay, but the 62-year-old TV heartthrob may have gone too far with cosmetic fixes, say experts.

Michigan plastic surgeon Dr. Anthony Youn says the star of the classic sitcom “looks almost as young as he did in the ’70s.”

“His neckline is sharp, signifying a possible face-lift. His wrinkles have been minimized, possibly from injections of Juvederm.

“And his skin is as smooth as a baby’s bottom...from regular facials and chemical peels.

“Overall he does look more youthful - but a tad overdone!”

An admitted alcoholic who was arrested for DUI in 2010, Cassidy has confessed to dyeing his hair, but says he owes his youthful looks to good genes from “my mom (actress Evelyn Ward) who looked 30 when she was 60.”

But New York-based plastic surgeon Dr. Ellie Levine doesn’t buy it, adding, “It appears that David Cassidy may have had a face-lift as well as Botox and fillers to his upper face.”
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THE Bold and the Beautiful siren Hunter Tylo shocked fans when she strutted down the red carpet June 10 for the 52nd Annual Monte Carlo TV Festival. The 49-year-old soaper was sporting gigantic trout pout lips and chipmunk cheeks!

“Hunter appears to have had some Bold surgery, but has it made her less Beautiful?” asks Dr. Anthony Youn, who hasn’t treated Tylo. “Her lips and cheeks look like they’ve been inflated to massive proportions, possibly from excessive injections of fat.”

Youn thinks Tylo may have had dermabrasion or a chemical peel, making her face appear “too smooth to be natural.”

Dr. Ellie Levine believes Tylo had surgical contouring to “make her nose look narrower” and fillers injected into her upper and lower face, explaining, “Her cheekbones have more definition and her jawline is more rounded.”

All told, Tylo barely resembles the ravishing brunette who’s played Dr. Taylor Hayes on the CBS soap since 1990. Says Youn, “I think she’s gone too far.”